1. I enter the `ls -l` command to the Linux shell. What does a `d` at the beginning of an output line mean?

2. Write out the html to include in a web page a link labelled **My Home Page** to the URL `http://hidirdomain.tk/index.html`

3. From a command line prompt on my own computer I want to login securely to `hidirdomain.tk` on port 999 as user `hidir`. What command should I type in?

4. What does the linux shell command `cat` do?
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1. I enter the `ls -l` command to the Linux shell. What does `rwxr-xr--` in an output line mean?

2. Write out the html to include in a web page Hidir’s Home Page as a main header on a web page.

3. From a command line prompt on my server, I want to gain root privileges, create an empty file called `hidir.conf` in the directory `/etc`, then give up root privileges. What commands should I type in?

4. What does the linux shell command `chmod` do?